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B.Sc. 3rd Semester (Honours) Examination, 2019 (CBCS)

Subject : Physics

Paper: CC-V

Time: 2 Hours Full Marks: 40

The .fi gures in the margin indicate full marks'

Canrlidates are requiretl to give their answers in their own words

as far as practicable.

1. Answer anyfve ofthe following questions: 2x5=10

r't&- *6.r. svmbols have their usual meaning.{ar Srale rhar p(m, n) = A^*n,

1b) Prove that rq I x"]n(ax)) = ax" J n-r(ax) -

(c) State the Didchlet conditions in the context of Fourier series expansion'

tol rrove trrat r (|) = fi.
(e) If erf(r) be the error function of x, show that

h_r . Vn-

J 
e-" ax = Tlerf (a) - erf la)1.

o

(f)Expresselectrostaticpotentialbetweentwoelectricchargesatadistarrcedapart,asaseriesof

Legendre PolYnomial.

(g) What type of partial differential equations are the following ones?

. A'u\x.Yt , d2u'xYt 
-,,ttt ----_:_-:_ -r ___ _ v

dv. ov.

tii\ d:::!!!) - k2dutx'v\ = 0, k is a conslant.rIl) _;;r__ r( _d

(h) What is significant digit?

Find the loss of significant digits by subtracting 0 75288 from 0'75289'

2. Answer ar) tluo of the following questions: 5x2=10

(a) Find the Fourier series of the function

r-klor-n<x<0 and f(x*Zr)= tG)./(x.) =t *kfor0(x <r
(b) Starting from Beta function, prove that

tit l(}m) = 2zm-t ft)- | l(m) I- (m + 1) and hence

r;ir (m+i) : ="|#:.where(2m+1):: = I3s ""'(2m-1)(2m+L) 3+2=5
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(c) If f(x) = 0, -1 <x<0
1, 0<t<1

show that /(;r) can be expanded at)ro61 + |erg) - |ergl + ....

symbols hare rheir usual meaning.

(d) Define absolute error and relative error. The length and breadth of a paper sheet is 19.27 cm and
13 73 cm respectively and probable errors in measuring them are 0.01 and 0.02 respectively.
Find the relative error of area calculated from these data.

3. Answer az), r,,-o of the following:

(a) (i) write down Bessel's differential equation and determine the singular points of this
differential equation.

(ii) Express/r(r) in terms of/6(x) and Jr@).

(iii) prove that.rl O = )|t,, (r) - zt, (x) + t,., (x)1. 2+4+4=10

series of /(;r) = eax

3+7=10

.)rl-<

10x2=20

(b) Write down complex form of Fourier series. Find complex Fourier
in -l < x ( l, where the series contains both sinh and cosh terms.

(c) (i) Using Beta function, evaluate ,ii(cos e),ae.

(ii) Prove that

fl P^(r)P,(r) dx = o for lm + nl
:rfuw1m="1.

(d) (i)

4+6=10

(ii)

A uniform flexible string of length t and mass per unit length p is stretched between its
two ends with a tension 7. Find the equation of motion of the string when it is plucked at
any point and then released. What will be the suitable solution for the wave equation?

A tight straight string with fixed end points at x = 0 antl x = I is initially at rest in
equilibrium position. If it is ser to vibration by giving to each of its points a velocity
pjr(l - r), find the displacement of the srring at any distance x ar any time t. 3+j=lO


